This chapter examines recent developments in Russian leadership politics within the context of post-Communist leadership and state-building. It argues that those who hoped Putin would turn Russia into a strong state underestimated the scale of the task, while those who believed that Putin was inherently authoritarian underestimated the need for strong leadership in Russia. A customized, relativistic, and dynamic approach to Russia's transition is needed, rather than one based on Western ideals, expectations, and conditions. 
A second, related theme is that Putin's approach to corruption reflects the ambiguity of his leadership style, and helps to explain why analysts still-in Putin's second term of office-find it difficult to agree on the nature and direction of his leadership. While some, such as Shlapentokh and Lilia Shevtsova, see Putin as weak and indecisive, others see him as authoritarian. 3 Perhaps he is neither, but forced by the Russian situation to act in ways that can appear enigmatic, ambiguous, even contradictory. Russia is a society in which there is too little faith in (p. 76 ) democracy, too little centrist politics, too little culture of compromise, too much faith in strong leaders, too much lawlessness, and an underdeveloped civil society. Attempting to bring order and democracy to such a society, at the same time as one is trying to enhance the state's economic performance, legitimacy, and sense of self, would be a major challenge for anyone. Attempting to do that while also being sensitive to the fact that one's efforts are being described as either inadequate or authoritarian is extraordinarily difficult, and should be recognized as such.
Many Russians were relieved and optimistic when Putin was officially elected president in March 2000, believing that at last they had a strong leader who would steer their country away from almost a decade of confusion, humiliation, and false starts. Indeed, many hoped Russia would once again become a strong state; for them, Putin was to be a saviour, and they identified with a comment he made at his inaugural speech in May 2000-'We want our Russia to be a free, prosperous, rich, strong and civilized country, a country of which its citizens are proud and which is respected in the world'. 4 But other Russians, as well as a number of external observers, feared that the type of leadership Putin appeared to represent, and too much emphasis on a strong state, could return Russia to authoritarianism, possibly even dictatorship. 5 This chapter locates recent developments in Russian leadership politics within the context of post#Communist leadership and state#building more broadly. It is maintained that those who hoped Putin would turn Russia into a strong state underestimated the scale of the task, while those who believe Putin is inherently authoritarian have underestimated the need for Two Key Policy Areas Before considering two areas of Putin's leadership that have led to suggestions that he is becoming (or already is) authoritarian, it is necessary to specify how the terms democratic and authoritarian are used in this chapter. Entire books have been written about each concept; here, only brief guidelines can be provided for the purposes of the argument. The minimalist (or Schumpeterian) approach on the distinction is attractively simple-democracy requires competitive elections and universal suffrage, authoritarianism does not, and is undemocratic. 6 This is a useful starting point, but is insufficient. Another approach focuses on the balance between coercion and legitimacy. A democratic system will employ some coercion, but will focus on the need to maximize the legitimacy of the political arrangements. It does this through testing its own right to rule-not only through elections, but also independent political surveys, free mass media, and granting citizens the right to protest openly. Authoritarianism will typically employ a higher level of coercion and be less concerned with genuine testing of its own legitimacy. Arguably just as important as either of these criteria is the notion of (p. 78 ) the rule of law. In a democracy, laws provide predictability, as well as a form of citizen equality, since even strong leaders are bound by the rules. 7 Authoritarian systems override or ignore such rules in an essentially arbitrary manner when it suits them; while parliaments might formally ratify changes to rules, they rarely do so independently of the authoritarian leader. Nor do they seriously challenge the leader.
In the real world, many systems do not fit neatly into either of these categories-which are ideal types-and are located somewhere along an axis between them. Hence, a level of subjectivity is involved in categorizing a particular system, in terms both of where to locate it on the axis, and determining the point at which being closer to the democratic end of the spectrum is crossed into being closer to the authoritarian. While some states (consolidated democracies; dictatorships) are clearly located near or at one end of the spectrum or the other, many are in a contested position.
The Mass Media
While minimalist theorists believe that democracy is basically about competitive elections, most analysts maintain that it involves much more. One of the many additional features of a genuine democracy is independent mass media able to conduct their own investigative journalism. During the Yeltsin era, the process of opening up the Russian media that had already commenced under Gorbachev in the final days of Soviet power developed substantially, so that most observers considered the Russian media to be relatively free. But Putin has clamped down on the media, so that they are now under much greater centralized state control than they were in the 1990s. 8 In Figure 5 .1, countries are scored according to three variables-legal environment, political influences, and economic pressures. Individual countries are assessed by Freedom House on each variable to form a composite score out of 100; the higher the score, the less freedom of the press there is perceived to be. Russia slipped from the 'partly free' to the 'not free' category in the space of a decade. This was in contrast to most post#Communist states, which either improved their ranking, or else did not descend into a lower overall category (i.e., free, partly free, or not free); of the twenty#seven states listed by Freedom House, only Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Ukraine were in a similar position to Russia. Thus, (p. 79 ) only CIS states have deteriorated over the past decade; no CEE state has been relegated to a worse overall classification.
In fairness, the Freedom House scores for Russia began to slip already in the mid# 1990s; but they remained in the lowest category of 'partly free' until 2003, when the score slipped substantially (10 per cent) from 60 (2002) to 66. Freedom (p. 80 ) House justifies this reclassification primarily in terms of three factors. 9 The first was a formal (i.e. sanctioned by both houses of parliament) tightening of censorship in November 2002, following some critical reporting of the Moscow theatre hostage crisis in October; this was the main reason for the deterioration of the 'legal environment' score. 10 In terms of 'political influence', the forced closure in January 2002 of the only remaining independent television broadcasting company, TV#6, was a major factor contributing to the worsening image of media freedom. Finally, although the print media are still primarily in private ownership, most are in the hands of a small number of oligarchs. Yet those oligarchs who have in recent years been perceived by the Russian authorities to have challenged Putin-notably Gusinsky and Berezovsky in 2000, Khodorkovsky in 2003-have suffered the consequences. Thus, the remaining oligarchs know that they should not be overly critical of the Putin regime if they are to retain control of their newspapers and magazines. In what in a sense is a version of a matrioshka doll, the oligarchs exert pressure on their journalists through the formers' ownership of the print media, but the oligarchs are in turn subject to political pressure from the Putin regime.
The Putin government has been subjected to international criticism for its tighter control over the mass media, but has sought to justify its position by reference to the special and new situation in Russia. Thus Russian media minister Mikhail Lesin argued in April 2002 at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, that it was inappropriate to expect the Russian media to meet US standards of journalism, and that they were experiencing understandable 'growing pains '. 11 There is no question that several other post#Communist countries have experienced serious problems of state interference in the mass media. Even relatively liberal Hungary has been subject to censorship and interference of a type and scale that is of concern in countries allegedly democratizing. 12 But such examples have for the most part been temporary or less blatant than in (p. 81 ) Russia. 13 The countries in which state interference in the media has been significant and sustained are mostly autocracies, in some cases even dictatorships, such as Turkmenistan, Belarus, or Slovakia during the second Mečiar era (1994-8). If Russia is to avoid being widely perceived as authoritarian, the current state control of the media will have to prove to be more akin to the Hungarian 'blip' than the ongoing Belarusian situation.
The Law on Political Parties 14
When a new law on political parties was passed in Russia in July 2001, a number of commentators interpreted it as another sign of the increasing moves towards authoritarianism or even dictatorship under Putin. 15 After all, the law was overtly intended to reduce the number of political parties in Russia. However, the assumption that this was yet another indication of Putin's desire to return to the days of Russian autocrats or dictators, be they tsars or Communist Party General Secretaries, must be questioned. Putin spent much of his early career in Germany, and speaks fluent German. He is aware of the significance of the Weimar Republic. A major cause of the collapse of that republic was the existence of many small parties in parliament, which rendered it ineffective, as the various tiny groupings squabbled among themselves. Putin has been determined to avoid this, and believed that the Duma was relatively weak in part because of the large number of parties and independent deputies.
The new law has certainly reduced the number of officially registered political parties in Russia. But any suggestion that the new legislation would reduce their numbers to a tiny fraction of their former number is contradicted by the facts. As of August 2003, there had been fifty registrations 16 ; this compares with almost 190 parties and political organizations before the introduction of the law. 17 In fact, (p. 82 ) Putin now needs to take the reform one step further if he is serious about enhancing the power of the Duma by reducing its fragmentation. Given the nature of the Russian electoral system, many deputies are formally independents. While the December 2003 elections (the first held under the new party law) resulted in domination by only four parties or blocs-United Russia; the Communist Party of the Russian Federation; the Liberal Democratic Party; and the Motherland Bloc-a number of small parties (The People's Party, Yabloko, and the Union of Right Forces) also secured seats. On their own, these parties have too few seats to play any disruptive role. But a relatively large number of independents (76 out of a total of 450 deputies) were also elected. Although their numbers were well down on the 1999 figure of 106 seats, and even though most subsequently aligned themselves with one or other of the major groupings, the fact that they are not subject to party discipline can exert a fragmenting and negative influence on the work of the Russian lower house. It would make sense-and probably be a good thing for democracy-for the Russians to move to a system that encourages tighter party allegiance and discipline. Democracy should never be confused with anarchy.
Several other post#Communist states have either introduced new laws on political parties in recent years (e.g. Romania, 1996; Poland, 1997; Moldova was considering the draft of a new law in early 2004), or else introduced substantial amendments to existing party laws (e.g. Poland 1998; Bulgaria 1998; Moldova 1998 and 2000). 18 While few of these changes were as radical as the Russian, merely comparing party laws is in any case insufficient for assessing the extent to which particular post#Communist governments have sought to consolidate party systems. Electoral laws should also be examined, since changes to these have in many cases been oriented towards a reduction in the number of parties represented in the legislature. 19 Thus, most CEE states have in recent years introduced threshold requirements for representation in parliament; parties that do not reach this threshold are excluded, even though some citizens have voted for them. 20 (p. 83 ) The recent Russian developments are therefore subject to very differing interpretations, but in themselves do not necessarily indicate moves towards authoritarianism. Rather, they can be seen as symptomatic of the problems many post#Communist states have faced in attempting to crystallize party systems. 21 
Russia as a Weak State
The Russian state certainly was weak during the Yeltsin era. This manifested itself in numerous ways, but, most fundamentally, in that it was incapable of raising sufficient taxes to function efficiently. This had numerous implications, including that officers of the state were often not paid in full, or sometimes at all, for long periods. This undermined their loyalty to their employer, the state, which in turn resulted both in legitimation problems for the post#Communist Russian state and corruption (see the next section). 22 In the introduction, it was mentioned that some aspects of the weakness of the Russian state under Yeltsin-which Shlapentokh argues has increased under Putin-were essentially unique. One was the increasing fragmentation and regionalization of such a huge country, which is considered elsewhere in this volume. Another was the impact of the identity crisis the country experienced from the early 1990s. This was largely a function of the identity ramifications of the 'quintuple loss'. In the space of approximately two years, Russia lost its outer empire (e.g. Comecon and the Warsaw Pact); its inner empire (the rest of the former USSR); the cold war; its status as a 'superpower'; and its role as the home of socialism and thus as the premier socialist model. Such a series of losses in so short a time is without precedent; even empires that collapsed rapidly, such as the Ottoman and Habsburg, were not recognized as superpowers, which is a relatively (p. 84 ) new concept that relates inter alia to weapons of mass destruction of a type unknown until the middle of the twentieth century.
Given the sheer scope and rapidity of Russia's losses, it is not surprising that so many Russians experienced a form of identity crisis in the 1990s. Many had not even thought of themselves primarily as Russians until the collapse of the USSR (December 1991), identifying at least as much with the much larger unit, the Soviet Union. 23 Part of the explanation for the strong electoral performance of more extreme parties in recent years relates precisely to this identity crisis; whereas some-particularly older-voters have sought refuge in the one party they believe they know from the past (i.e. the Communist), others have rejected the Communist past, but have supported a leader and party (Zhirinovsky and the Liberal Democratic Party) that claims to be able to make Russia great again.
The problems of state#building and nation#building have not been peculiar to Russia. Indeed, many post#Communist states have from some perspectives had more severe problems, in that those that were previously part of a federal state have had to establish (or re#establish) new state loyalties and identities, as well as major new institutions, including ministries of foreign affairs and defence, armies, and diplomatic corps. Moreover, all of the post#Communist states faced similar problems in terms of marketizing and privatizing their economies in the near absence of an indigenous capital#owning class (bourgeoisie); while the 'nomenklatura privatization' appears to have been more widespread and debilitating to the state in Russia than in other countries, it was a common enough problem.
On the other hand, only Serbia lost its de facto dominance of a much larger political unit in a way at all comparable to Russia's situation. But even Serbia did not lose an external empire, an international competition (i.e. the cold war), its role as a superpower, or its role as a model emulated by others. Thus, there were significant ways in which Russia lost far more than any other post#Communist state, and experienced unique state# and nation#building problems. These difficulties were compounded in the mid#to#late 1990s by the poor leadership given by a sick and often inebriated president! Corruption and Putin's Record
In May 2000, shortly after being officially elected president, Putin publicly repeated the commitment he had made months earlier to the creation of a (p. 85 ) 'dictatorship of laws' in Russia. 24 While some saw this as a thinly#veiled reference to the need for a dictatorship plain and simple, such an assumption should not be made too readily. It is equally feasible that this was part of his model of the strong but democratic Russian state. Putin himself had already indicated, in an article published in December 1999 (when he was still prime minister), that he was committed to a strong 'democratic, law#governed, effective federal state', and that he had learnt from history that 'all dictatorships and authoritarian systems of government are transient.' 25 Moreover, given the evidence on the behaviour of the oligarchs (see Chapter 10 of this volume), and on organized crime from the early 1990s, 26 it was appropriate for the incoming leader to commit his government to bringing Russia's lawlessness under control. In this section, we consider one important aspect of this lawlessness, official corruption.
According to the most widely#cited comparative assessment of corruption levels, Transparency International's (TI) annual Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), Russia is among the most corrupt of the post#Communist states. The 2003 CPI assessed twenty# six CEE and CIS states, out of a total of 133 states of all types; Russia's position among this subgroup was fifteenth (where first position is perceived to be the least corrupt), while it ranked eighty-sixth among all states. Although Russia was considered to be less corrupt than any of the Central Asian CIS states, most of the Transcaucasian ones (apart from Armenia), and Ukraine, it fared worse than all CEE states apart from Serbia and Montenegro, the Republic of Macedonia, and Albania.
Transparency International has been producing the CPI since 1995, but first ranked Russia in 1996 (see Table 5 .1). 27 Although there are problems of cross#polity comparability of CPI data from one year to the next, a general over-time picture of any given state can legitimately be drawn. Since the mid#1990s, Russia has not only fared poorly in comparison with many other post#Communist states, especially CEE ones, but has failed to make significant progress in its own corruption score.
Thus it has moved around in a narrow band; its lowest score (2.1) was in 2000, while its best were in 2002 and 2003, when it scored 2.7. 28 Being charitable, it (p. 86 ) *This selection of states is based principally on the availability of over time data (scores).
could thus be argued that, according to these scores, Putin has made a little progress in reducing corruption in Russia. Moreover, while Russia has been improving in the early twenty#first century, countries such as the Czech Republic, Poland, and to a lesser extent Hungary, have been deteriorating. Russia also performs better than several CIS states (although only marginally in many cases, and markedly worse than Belarus). On the other hand, the Russian improvement is modest, and there was no apparent change between 2002 and 2003. In addition, Russia had scored 2.6 in 1996, which makes the improvement look less impressive. Even allowing for the slight progress under Putin and the worsening situation in several Central European states, the latter still emerge as less corrupt than Russia. Finally, given that there are currently only three scores since Putin's first full year in office, it is also too early to be confident of a sustained improving trend.
The TI Index has been criticized on various grounds, including that it is based on perceptions rather than actual experience. In an endeavour to address this issue, researchers from the World Bank have conducted two surveys-in 1999 and 2002-in which owners and managers of enterprises were asked to indicate inter alia the percentage of their enterprise's sales or income devoted to bribes (unofficial payments or gifts) to public officials. 29 The interviewers used various methods to reassure respondents that they could not be identified. Nevertheless, it is (p. 87 ) reasonable to infer that some respondents were apprehensive about providing answers that might result in prosecution. Given this, the somewhat disturbing data provided should be seen as minimum figures. Using this methodology, Russia and the CIS states emerged as more corrupt, on average, than CEE states in both 1999 and 2002. In the earlier year, the mean average payment for CIS states was 3.7 per cent, and for CEE states 2.2 per cent. Russia was below the CIS average, at 2.8 per cent, but still well above the CEE average. The averages in both CIS and CEE states were lower in the 2002 Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Surveys (BEEPS), at 1.97 per cent and 1.27 per cent respectively. Russia once again emerged as less corrupt than the CIS average, though still more corrupt than the CEE average, at 1.37 per cent. But, using this completely different methodology, the trend line in Russia-namely, some improvement in the early twenty#first century-is the same as in TI's CPIs. It must be emphasized once again, however, that the timeframe is too short to be reasonably confident that the apparent trend will continue.
Critics of these and other cross#polity surveys sometimes argue that a problem with many of them is that they are not directed by domestic agencies. It is therefore worth considering the results of two of the best known surveys of Russian corruption conducted by Russians; while it must be acknowledged that the first was largely funded by an outside agency (the World Bank), the survey is well regarded by many Russian specialists. The report was published by INDEM in May 2002, although it was based on two large#scale surveys-one of citizens, the other of entrepreneurs-conducted in late#1999 and 2001. 30 The surveys sought inter alia the views of citizens and entrepreneurs on the 'corruptibility' of twenty#nine agencies and groups. Some of these were not state bodies (e.g. the Church and environmentalist organizations), and in this sense would be excluded from consideration by most analysts of corruption; but most were. 31 In general, the INDEM surveys revealed a high level of agreement in the rankings of various agencies by the two groups. Unsurprisingly, however, entrepreneurs considered themselves much less corrupt than citizens perceived them to be, whereas they considered trade unions far more prone to corruption than citizens did. The other group or agency over which there was some disagreement was the mass media; entrepreneurs considered the media more corruptible than did citizens. But let us consider the large number of areas in which entrepreneurs and citizens were very much in agreement.
(p. 88 ) According to the INDEM surveys, the most corruptible groups in Russia at the turn of the millennium were the traffic police and political parties. 32 These were followed by parliamentarians (members of the Duma), and then police and customs officers. At the other end of the spectrum, the state agencies perceived to be least corruptible were welfare#related offices, organs of national security, and higher courts. These results are rather similar to those produced by another series of Russian mass surveys, those by the Public Opinion Foundation (POF). These were made available on the Web in January 2002, and are particularly useful since they are longitudinal. So far, the results for three surveys on corruption in Russia-July 1998, March 1999, and January 2002-have been made publicly available. One of the most interesting features is that the relative assessment of different groups remained remarkably stable over the three surveys. As with the INDEM findings, 'police, customs and law enforcement agencies' emerge as the most corrupt agencies, closely followed by 'the courts, prosecutors' and 'the traffic police'. 33 Thus, it appears that most Russians consider the law#enforcement and law#adjudicating agencies the most corrupt branches of the state. Perhaps Putin should have called for a dictatorship over the law! 34 Whether or not such a perception bore much relationship to reality-and this cannot be determined-is not ultimately important; the significant point is that any state in which the citizens hold such beliefs has a serious legitimacy problem.
So does the evidence suggest that Putin has been serious about reducing corruption in Russia-and therefore, by implication, increasing the state's legitimacy? Shlapentokh is quite correct that the Russian authorities under Putin have on occasions turned a blind eye to corruption. Moreover, from some perspectives, the new (acting) president made a bad start, since his very first official act in December 1999 was to issue decree 1763 granting an amnesty to Yeltsin. 35 But while this could be seen as having condoned corruption, it could also be interpreted as indicative of Putin's desire for closure-to look forward, rather than to the past. Such a sympathetic interpretation could only be justified if Putin's subsequent actions suggest he has been actively attempting to deal with corruption.
In comparison with Yeltsin, Putin has engaged little in anti#corruption campaigns. 36 But this is sensible. Most analysts of corruption agree that anticorruption campaigns are often not merely ineffective, but counterproductive. Such campaigns have to be short, infrequent, and be able to demonstrate tangible results; otherwise, citizens treat them as not merely irrelevant, but indicative of weakness, incompetence, or-arguably worse -mere rhetoric from leaders anxious to deflect attention from their own corruption. In short, unless they are clearly exercising a positive effect, anti#corruption campaigns lead to popular cynicism and delegitimation. Putin's approach has been to focus more on improving existing laws or introducing new ones, structural changes, firmer application of the law, and incentives. Putin has introduced a number of structural changes designed to address the issues of corruption (and its frequent bedmate, organized crime), casting further doubts on Shlapentokh's claim of the do#nothing president. According to the United States' Drug Enforcement Administration, 'Low# and mid#level regional corruption is one of the primary reasons President Putin created Russia's Federal District system in 2000'. 39 Another change was to bolster the work of the National Anti#Corruption Committee (NAK), which was first established in 1999, and is a committee of the Duma. 40 And in November 2003, Putin decreed the formation of a new council to fight corruption. The council comprises the prime minister, the leaders of both houses of parliament, and the heads of the Constitutional, Supreme, and Arbitration courts. Once a year, the general prosecutor is to provide a report to the council, which has then to brief the president. Various commissions for combating corruption (including resolving conflicts of interest) are to work with the council.
Fighting corruption is difficult in all countries. Corruption often has no obvious victims to report it; the unfortunate citizens who are required to pay bribes to obtain goods or services to which they should have free and ready access, for instance, are typically nervous about reporting the corrupt official for fear of being punished themselves for breaking the rules. Where citizens do not fear punishment, they may fear revenge from corrupt officials (or other criminals) if they testify in court. Hence, the introduction of a witness protection scheme-Russia's first-in Moscow in February 2002 was a welcome step in the fight against crime, including corruption. 41 Several post#Communist states with serious corruption problems have considered and in some cases introduced various kinds of amnesty; they include Albania, (p. 91 ) Kazakhstan, Poland, Romania, and Ukraine. In addition to that granted to his predecessor, Putin offered a form of amnesty to the oligarchs at a July 2000 meeting. Since this does not relate directly to corrupt officials, it will not be explored in detail here. 42 However, it suggests that Putin is flexible and radical enough to 'think outside the circle' on occasions in attempting to deal with serious problems. The meeting was also of symbolic importance in terms of corruption. Just as the Chinese leadership reached the conclusion by the 1990s that they could not seriously reduce corruption among 'flies' (lower#ranking officials) unless they made examples of some leading corrupt 'tigers' (senior officials), so Putin's move could be seen on one level as designed to set an example. It is a reasonable assumption that lower#level corrupt officials will think twice about continuing with their antisocial behaviour if they see a new leadership clamping down on more powerful people further up the chain; proposing an amnesty for past actions, but tougher action in the future, could be seen to have sent such a message.
China's determination to make an example of corrupt 'tigers' has resulted in some very severe punishments, including the death penalty. The treatment of senior Russian officials found guilty of corruption during the Putin era has sometimes been harsh in comparison with the Yeltsin era, but not as extreme as in China. In April 2000, for example, Rear Admiral Vladimir Morev was sentenced to eight years' imprisonment for attempting to sell radar equipment for the rather modest sum of approximately $3,000. 43 According to the 'grandfather' of comparative corruption studies, Arnold Heidenheimer, one of the most effective ways of reducing corruption is to increase state officials' salaries to a level where they are much less tempted to be corrupt; he often cites Singapore as an exemplar in this regard. 44 Putin has recognized the value of this approach, and in April 2004 decreed substantial increases for some 10,000 of Russia's federal state officials, linking this explicitly to his fight against corruption.
Finally, Putin has claimed that some of the major personnel changes he has introduced relate to his fight against corruption. 47 There are other disappointing aspects of Putin's approach to corruption. One is that the 'Public Reception Centres' established by the National Anti#Corruption Committee in 1999, and intended inter alia to encourage public whistleblowing against corrupt officials, were shut down by late 2000, allegedly because of inadequate funding. 48 Another is that the number of officials investigated, prosecuted, and convicted for corruption almost certainly remains very low. 49 At first sight, one of the most disappointing aspects of Putin's putative commitment to reducing corruption is that he allegedly resisted a draft bill successfully passed through its first reading in the Duma in early October 2003. The draft was introduced by deputy Nikolay Gonchar, with the approval of the National Anti-Corruption Committee, and was designed to permit legislators to investigate alleged wrongdoings, including corruption, by senior state officials. 51 (p. 93 ) But once again, this development can be interpreted in quite different ways. Admittedly, many deputies from the pro#Kremlin parties did not vote, since they were absent from parliament that day. It must also be acknowledged that the chances of the bill proceeding to a second reading were greatly reduced by both the October result (i.e. deputies opposed to the bill would likely turn up for a second reading) and then the changed composition of the Duma from the end of 2003. Nevertheless, the fact that it was accepted, against Putin's wishes, by a parliament that, even as it was constituted prior to the December 2003 parliamentary elections, was claimed by some to be too deferential towards Putin, is hardly evidence of an authoritarian regime.
Endorsing the last point is the fact that, although Putin is said to want this bill adopted, the long#awaited and long#debated anti-corruption bill has still to be passed by the Duma. The draft law took eight years to reach its first reading, partly because Yeltsin had publicly criticized an earlier version, produced by a working committee of the Duma's Security Committee, for being too harsh and wide#ranging. 52 Such criticism sends the wrong message if a leadership is serious about wanting to reduce corruption. Putin did not make such criticisms. The fact that the draft bill passed its first reading in November 2002, but then floundered once again, constitutes another example of the type of delay in adopting important legislation that indicates deep divisions within parliament and frustrates the president. The delay also sends a wrong message about the commitment to fighting corruption. But such frustration for the president hardly testifies to authoritarianism.
How does Putin's record compare with other post#Communist leaders' attempts to combat corruption? As noted, the perceived levels of corruption have been increasing recently in countries such as the Czech Republic and Poland. Several other post# The relevance of legitimacy to the issue of the strong state, mentioned earlier, can now be considered. Our initial premise is that power in any state is exercised through a mixture of coercion and legitimacy. Quite what a strong state means will vary, according to the relative mix of legitimacy and coercion. In a state in which power is exercised primarily through coercion, a strong state is a repressive one. Conversely, in a relatively legitimate state, strength refers more to effectiveness. Thus a strong state can be either authoritarian or democratic. But it would appear to follow from the point made above about the legitimacy levels in Russia in mid#2000 that, if a strong state exists there, it must be a repressive one.
However, it is crucial to note the caveat 'if a strong state exists'. Yeltsin's Russia was a weak state that neglected many of its responsibilities. Its leader was a metaphor for the system he headed; during the 1990s, the president became weaker (and possibly corrupt), in both literal and figurative senses. If this generalized picture is accepted, the important point can be made that the relationship between legitimacy and coercion is not necessarily a zero#sum one. It is both theoretically possible and empirically demonstrable that a state can simultaneously enjoy low levels of legitimacy and exercise relatively little coercion.
Once this point about a non zero#sum situation is accepted, the obverse should also be seen as a possibility, albeit as an atypical situation. Thus the legitimacy of a state can in some situations be enhanced by a regime that increases coercion levels. From this perspective, Putin's various measures designed to make the state strongerwhether through administrative centralization, 54 tighter control of what could be seen as insufficiently responsible media, dealing with the oligarchs, or clamping down on corruption-do not necessarily represent authoritarianism. If most citizens want such developments, and have shown in democratic ways that they do, then power is being exercised in a way that can enhance legitimacy. One clear indication that Putin really was becoming more authoritarian and moving away from the rule of law would be if he were to emulate many of the Central Asian leaders in holding a referendum designed to prolong his term of office beyond the second four#year one (i.e. beyond 2008). According to the currently valid (1993) Russian Constitution, a president may only serve a maximum of two full terms of office (akin to US regulations). Any suggestion that Putin is attempting to circumvent this temporal limitation on his presidency should be taken as evidence of an attempt to move Russia to authoritarianism, possibly even dictatorship. 56 Equally, moves to delay parliamentary elections would, unless justified by a real crisis situation such as war, constitute concrete evidence that Russia was moving away from its current imperfect and incomplete democracy. Attempts to change the constitution so as to further upgrade the position of the presidency would be a third clear indicator.
Let us now consider the effectiveness of the Russian state, which can also be an important indicator of 'strength'. It appears that Russian officials are now being paid in full and on time. As noted above, some groups have also received substantial pay increases under Putin. 57 Thus, to the extent that corruption is sometimes a genuine coping mechanism, this change under Putin is likely to be part of the reason for the apparent improvement in Russia's corruption situation in the early 2000s. However, the culture of post#Communist corruption-to borrow a term popularized by Miller, Grødeland, and Koshechkina 58 -had by the early 2000s become well#entrenched in Russia, which helps to explain why the (p. 96 ) improvement has apparently been modest, and may even have stalled. 59 Given this, it becomes clearer why Putin has become more draconian in dealing with both the oligarchs and corrupt officials. If an amnesty (suggestive of an initially soft approach) does not work, it may be appropriate to use tougher measures. Several oligarchs appear not to have adhered to the agreement made between them and the president in July 2000. As for corrupt officials-Putin could well become tougher in his treatment of them if Russia's reputation for corruption does not continue to improve. The president understands that both the domestic and international legitimacy of the Russian state and his regime are affected by perceptions of corruption levels. He also knows that foreign investment can be discouraged-with negative implications for economic growth and eudaemonic legitimation-if a country is widely perceived to be highly corrupt. A responsible leader should attempt to reduce corruption.
Conclusions
It should by now be clear that Putin's position on corruption is less enigmatic than Shlapentokh claims; that the president has taken some measures to address the problem; that the Russian state has in many ways been strengthened in the early 2000s; and that there are some encouraging-though not outstanding-results in Russia's fight against corruption. More could and should be done. But given the resistance from powerful vested interests in Russia, Putin has to steer a difficult path between a tougher anti-corruption policy and charges of becoming increasingly authoritarian. This said, clamping down on corrupt officials, or on multimillionaires who have made their fortunes in questionable ways and at the expense of ordinary Russians, should not in itself be perceived as moving towards authoritarianism.
But are there other ways in which Russia is becoming authoritarian? In a recent article, Levitsky and Way argue that there can be competitive authoritarianism, and that Putin's Russia constitutes an example of this-while Webster and de Borchgrave liken Russia to the early years of the Fifth French Republic, which they describe as 'democratic authoritarianism'. 60 Carothers characterizes Russia as close to being in a category he calls 'dominant power politics', in which there (p. 97 ) are 'most of the basic institutional forms of democracy', but also domination by one political grouping. 61 Such concepts testify to the confusion that exists in interpreting contemporary Russia. They are also incompatible with the minimalist approach to authoritarianism; while this does not in itself disqualify them, given the broader approach adopted here, they are problematical when applied to contemporary Russia. This can be demonstrated by reference to the three criteria spelled out at the beginning of the section on the media and political parties.
The evidence suggests that, while Russia is clearly further from the democratic end of the spectrum than Western states, it has not yet crossed the point at which it is closer to the authoritarian. It still conducts competitive elections at regular and timely intervals, and suffrage is near#universal. Putin is concerned about legitimacy; and while the level of coercion is much higher than in most Western systems, and the media unquestionably less free (for which Putin deserves to be censured), the latter can and do still criticize the president on occasions, and have been supported by the Constitutional Court as recently as October 2003. 62 Putin has not yet clearly overridden the constitution on significant issues; and it has been shown in this chapter that, in the fight against corruption, he does not invariably get his own way.
Nor has the president clearly sought to put himself above the rule of law. In fact, Putin currently compares favourably in this regard not only with the clearly dictatorial Lukashenko in Belarus, the Ukrainian leadership in recent times, or even Yeltsin (especially during late 1993), but also some Western leaders, notably Italy's Berlusconi. He is also more concerned than any of these other leaders with both his own and his country's image and acceptance by the rest of the world.
This is not to claim that Russia has a consolidated democracy; that would be not merely naive, but wrong. Rather, it is to argue two points. First, Russia currently remains marginally closer to the democratic end of the spectrum than to the authoritarian. Second, it would be less confusing if we were to use a simple axis between democratic and authoritarian ideal types, along which individual countries can be located (and shifted, as changes occur), rather than continue to attempt to devise new labels-some of which are oxymoronic-to describe putative groupings of changing and different individual countries.
What further elements of Putin's rule encourage commentators to argue that Russia is moving towards authoritarianism, or is already there? In a December 2003 issue, the Economist analysed the results of the recent Russian parliamentary elections in terms of 'the slow death of democracy'. 63 Such language is punchy and sells, but is not necessarily accurate. The article maintained that some of the 2003 parliamentary election results were manipulated in various ways, and may have been fraudulent. But the main point was that 'the centre' was in decline in Russian parliamentary politics, which it considered ominous.
(p. 98 ) In an oft#cited observation, Barrington Moore argued in the 1960s that democracy would not take root in societies lacking a bourgeoisie. 64 Putin realizes that if democracy and the rule of law are to establish firm and deep roots in Russia, the country needs to develop a solid and respectable middle class (bourgeoisie). At present, this class is still far too small, leading Richard Rose to describe Russia as an 'hourglass' society, and possibly explaining in part the decline of the centre that so concerned the Economist. There remains too much of a 'them#and#us' attitude, in which there exist plenty of horizontal linkages and networks, but all too few vertical ones. 65 The poor electoral performance of parties that would normally be expected to represent Thus, there is little doubt that, from the perspective of democratization, the poor showing of parties such as Yabloko and SPS in the 2003 elections was a concern. However, it should be noted that research conducted by John Dryzek, Tatyana Rogovskaya, and this author in 1996-7-to cite just one source-suggested that democracy in Russia was already in trouble, long before Putin became leader. 66 There were already too many losers in the new order, who resented the small elite of significant winners, and associated 'democracy' with injustice. 67 The winners were seen as having essentially bought up the state-or, to use the term preferred by the World Bank, engaged in 'state capture'. 68 This point casts Putin's leadership and approach in a different light, and leads us away from overly#deterministic analyses that see authoritarianism or even dictatorship as the most likely outcome of recent developments under Putin.
If a population is cynical, and civil society underdeveloped, 69 a strong leader backed by an effective state can help to increase a new system's institutionalization (p. 99 ) and legitimacy, which can have positive knock#on effects for civil society, and hence democracy in its more meaningful (non#minimalist) sense. Although it should be fairly obvious, two basic points about post#Communist civil society are often overlooked. One is that it takes time for civil society to emerge following decades of authoritarian Communist rule. The other is that the pace of this emergence will depend partly on how well the particular post#Communist society is functioning, in terms both of introducing new institutions and of facilitating legislation, and the economy. If either of theselet alone both of them-falters, the development of civil society is likely to be much slower and more troubled. In the 1990s, under Yeltsin, both did falter, and Russian civil society's development was troubled. This was the legacy with which Putin has had to deal. In order to overcome it, Putin needed to strengthen the state and grow the economy; the former requires the latter. But the stronger state also needs to ensure that it and society-not oligarchs, corrupt officials, or criminals-benefit from that growth.
Whilst this is not the place to examine the details, it is worth noting that Putin has taken significant steps to stimulate the economy. These include the introduction of a land reform (clearer laws on land ownership are likely to stimulate investment), and both reducing and simplifying personal and corporate taxation. His simplification of the tax laws may be criticized from various perspectives, including the socially regressive effects of a flat rate personal income tax system. 70 On the other hand, their introduction has three likely ramifications that are potentially beneficial for strengthening the state and increasing its legitimacy. One is that tax collection becomes easier, so that state revenues should increase. 71 Second, the simplified system substantially narrows the scope for officials to exercise individual discretion, which in turn reduces opportunities for corruption; assuming this results in lower perceived levels of corruption, state legitimacy should be enhanced. Finally, the prosperity of 'middle Russia' should increase, thus contributing to the rise of a bourgeoisie that could help to consolidate democracy. The Russian economy has been growing under Putin; 72 while much of this can be attributed to luck, given Russia's huge oil reserves and the high price of oil on international markets in recent years, reforms like those just mentioned (p. 100 ) should stand Russia in better stead once oil prices drop. This should contribute to the strengthening of the state in a positive sense (i.e. making it more effective and legitimate).
In a recent comparative study of democratization and the consolidation of democracy, Przeworski and Limongi subjected classical modernization theory to empirical, cross# polity longitudinal testing. In a nutshell, they were able to demonstrate persuasively that, while attempts at establishing democracy can occur at very different levels of economic development, the likelihood that such attempts will succeed in the long term is highly correlated with the per capita GDP. 73 If, despite its unique features, Russia more or less accords with the pattern identified by Przeworski and Limongi, then Putin's goal of doubling Russia's 2000 GNP by 2010 might be more important to the future of Russian democracy than the treatment of the media. But if there is to be any hope of reaching that goal, the state will have to be more effective-stronger-and less corrupt.
Along with focusing on the strong state and economy, Putin needed to develop a greater sense of identity and pride among Russians, given the trauma of the unique quintuple loss. The Economist article cited above expressed concern that the percentage of deputies who are members of parties that 'usually or always' support the Kremlin (i.e. the president) was much higher in the newly elected Duma than in previous post#Communist Russian elections. But the results can be interpreted from a very different perspective. The overwhelming victories of the United Russia party and Putin respectively in the December 2003 and March 2004 elections may give cause for optimism that Russians are beginning to cohere better, and politics is becoming less polarized, than at any time since the collapse of the USSR. Other things being equal, a less fragmented society will make Russia more conducive to the consolidation of democracy.
It should by now be clear that the weak state and corruption are in a dialectical, symbiotic relationship. Dealing with either should impact upon the other. Policies designed to strengthen the state and/or reduce corruption will be seen by some as symptomatic of nascent authoritarianism. But it should be acknowledged that systems that are led by strong leaders are not necessarily authoritarian, even if the leader him# or herself displays authoritarian personality traits (the United Kingdom under Thatcher exemplifies this point). Moreover, the Russian situation is so different from that in other countries that it is inappropriate to expect the sudden emergence of a system akin to that in the United States, the United Kingdom, or France. As long as basic democratic controls are in place and Putin continues to operate more or less within constitutional rules, Russia should be accepted as a (p. 101 ) nascent and imperfect democracy with an overly powerful but not yet dictatorial president. 74 Although it has been argued here that Putin's Russia is still-just-closer to the democratic end of the axis than to the authoritarian end, it is worth considering Russia's position from a radically different perspective. Let us suppose either that those who claim that it is already authoritarian are correct, or that the current disturbing tendencies continue, so that Russia does cross the midpoint between the democratic and authoritarian ideal#types. Would that ultimately matter?
From many perspectives, of course, it would-especially if it involved a resurrection of gulags and apparently arbitrary state coercion against its citizens, and/or the creation of a state that threatens other states. But if it were to become more like Lee Kwan Yew's Singapore-or indeed the political regime of any of the East Asian 'little tigers'-then the longer#term prognosis for Russia might look quite different from the dire picture currently being painted by many analysts. If that does happen, the concept of 'Eurasianism' might assume a new, more positive connotation.
But what is already clear is that it is as valid to interpret current Russian developments from a Rortian (i.e. relativistic) and dynamic perspective as from a deterministic one that necessarily assumes authoritarianism. Russian democracy was already in trouble when Putin came to power, and his rule might in hindsight prove to be a necessary corrective to place the consolidation process back on track. This said, a move in the direction of any of the three indicators identified in our fourth section would signify an unambiguous crossing of the median point between democracy and authoritarianism. (1 (19) The Russian electoral law of 20 November 2002 (175#F3) raised the threshold for representation for parties elected on a proportional representation basis to the 50% of Duma seats in the nationwide multi-member constituency from its current 5% to 7%. Once again, however, various aspects of the change warn against drawing the overly hasty conclusion that it constituted further evidence of a move towards authoritarianism. First, even the liberal Yabloko deputies voted in favour of the change. Second, some deputies had called for a much higher threshold of 12.5%. Third, the law also stipulates that at least four parties must be represented in parliament, even if one or more do(es) not reach the 7% 'cut#off' point. Finally, the 7% requirement in the law was not to become effective until 2007, to allow small parties time to negotiate with others about possible mergers. See EECR, 11-12/4 and 1 (2002-3), 44-5.
(20) Thresholds are mostly between 3% and 5%, but can be much higher for coalitions in some countries (up to 20% in the Czech Republic), depending on the number of parties in them. A major reason appears to have been that many unpaid or underpaid Russians did not know whom to blame for their sorry condition. While this might be seen as advantageous to political elites, the surveys which form the core of Javeline's study reveal a widespread mistrust of the state, and cynicism that it could do anything much to improve the situation. In short, it constitutes further evidence of the low level of popular legitimacy experienced by the Russian state in the 1990s, as well as its perceived weakness.
(32) It is worth noting here that when TI introduced a new cross#polity (that is also intended to become longitudinal) analysis of corruption in 2003-the TI Global Corruption Barometer-there was a remarkably consistent pattern across most of the forty-seven countries (of all types, and in all continents) surveyed. Thus, in almost three-quarters of them (33 out of a total of 44; the question was apparently not posed in three others), the agency in which the highest percentage of citizens most wanted to eliminate corruption was political parties. On this issue, Russia was in line with the majority of states. In four of the other post#Communist states surveyed (Bosnia and Hercegovina, Republic of Macedonia, Poland, and Romania), citizens likewise ranked political parties top of their wish#list for eliminating corruption; in Croatia, parties were ranked third behind medical services and courts, while in Georgia they were ranked fourth behind medical services, courts, and the police. The second and third choices on the Russian respondents' wish#list were the police and medical services.
The full results are available online at www.transparency.org/surveys/barometer/dnld/ barometer2003_release.en.pdf.
(33) The POF results can be found at http://english.fom.ru/virtual/frames and were accessed by the author in January 2003. Unfortunately, political parties were not included in the POF surveys as a discrete category. 
